The description of the chemical bond between a solid surface and an atom or a molecule is the fundamental basis for understanding surface reactivity and catalysis. Despite considerable research efforts, the physics that rules the strength of such chemical bonds remains elusive, especially on semiconductor surfaces. Widespread understandings are mostly based on the degree of filling of antibonding surface-adsorbate states that weaken the surface adsorption. The unoccupied antibonding surface-adsorbate states are often considered to have no effects on surface bonding. Here, we show that the energy levels of unoccupied antibonding surface-adsorbate states relative to the Fermi-level play a critical role in determining the trends in variations of surface adsorption energies. The electrons that would occupy those high-energy antibonding states are transferred to the Fermi-level, leading to an energy gain that largely controls surface bonding. To illustrate this picture, as a validating case, we study the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) catalyzed by MoS2 from density functional theory calculations. We find that the majority of antibonding surface-hydrogen states are positioned well above the Fermi-energy. A clear linear relationship between the energy gain from antibonding electron transfer and the adsorption energy is identified for hydrogen binds to either molybdenum or sulfur atoms at different sites. The antibonding-electron transfer energy can thus serve as a primary catalytic activity descriptor. The emerging picture identifies the origin of HER on MoS2, which is related to the empty in-gap states induced by sulfur vacancies or edges. Under this picture, the effects of surface inhomogeneity (e.g., defects, step edges) on surface bonding strength can be understood. This antibonding electron transfer picture also offers a physically different explanation for the well-known d-band theory for hydrogen adsorption on transition metal surfaces. The results provide guidelines for understanding and optimizing catalyst performance and designing new solid catalysts.
Introduction
A key step towards the rational design of new catalysts is to identify active sites and activity descriptors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Not all sites at a catalyst surface are catalytically active. The Sabatier principle 8 correlates active sites to the strength of surface-adsorbate interaction, which should be neither too strong nor too weak. Although the interaction strength can be measured by the adsorption energy calculated from first-principles, the identification of the physical and chemical factors that control the surface-adsorbate interaction is challenging. The catalytic surfaces vary with different crystallographic orientations and they are often non-uniform, containing defects, steps and kinks, and corners. These factors as well as different chemical species of surface atoms bonded by the adsorbate often contribute differently to the surface adsorption strength and catalytic activity. Widespread models such as the Newns-Anderson model 9 and the d-band centers [10] [11] [12] [13] for transition-metal surfaces, the eg-orbital filling for transition-metal oxide perovskites 14 , the lowest unoccupied states for transition metal dichalcogenides 15, 16 have been successful in describing the variations of adsorption energy and reactivity on certain well-defined crystallographic planes. However, these models as well as the phenomenological Blyholder model 17 hold only for certain groups of catalysts and are challenged by complex inhomogeneous surface geometries 18, 19 . It is therefore desirable to develop a general picture that enables us to understand the microscopic electronic structure origins of surface adsorption and distill useful design principles. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram for a surface-adsorbate interaction. When an adsorbate binds to a solid surface, the overlap of their electronic states leads to the formation of bonding and antibonding states. (Note not all surface states actively interact with the adsorbate states and form into bonding and antibonding states. For simplicity, hereafter we call those surface states participating in bonding-antibonding as "active surface states" and those that do not participate in bonding-antibonding as "non-active surface states"). The bonding states are positioned well below the Fermi-energy and are fully occupied 8 . As we shall be showing below, the antibonding states are mostly positioned well above the Fermi-level. The electrons that would be populated into those high-energy antibonding states through orbital interaction are transferred into the Fermi level underneath them 20 . This is the key difference to normal molecular bonds, where no such electron transfer exists.
In this picture, one can write the adsorption energy in the simple form:
where Δ ) and Δ + are, respectively, the antibonding and bonding energy shifts from the midpoint between the active surface-states center (EX) and the adsorbate-states center respectively, which can be directly calculated from the crystal orbital Hamilton population (COHP) analysis (see Methods section). Δ ) and Δ + are the shifts of the antibonding and bonding energy centers from ½(EX+EA), respectively. The Δ -is the distance from the antibonding energy center ( & * ) to the Fermi-energy (EF) of the system after adsorption. The important features are: (i) the majority of antibonding states are often positioned well above the conduction band minimum (CBM), (ii) the number of antibonding electrons transferred to the CBM is often significant and can be as many as the adsorbate electrons, and (iii) the bonding states are fully occupied and the occupation number can be considered the same as that of the surface electrons participating in bonding-antibonding. 
Results

Role of the antibonding electron transfer
The role of antibonding electron transfer in revealing trends of chemisorption can be seen from Eq. To illustrate this quantitatively, we study the binding strength of hydrogen adsorbed on molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) from density functional theory calculations. Details of calculations are given in the Methods section and the supercell structure models are given in the Supplementary Figure 1 . MoS2 is a promising nonprecious HER catalyst 23 . Several methods have been proposed to improve HER, including creating sulfur-vacancies 24 , producing edges sites 3, 25 , making metallic 1T phase 26, 27 and molecular structures 28 , and applying strains 29 . Yet, the microscopic activity origin and the underlying design principles for controlling the strength of hydrogen adsorption are far from being well understood. 
analyzed through the COHP projected from plan-wave basis sets 21, 22 . The results resemble the simple picture of Fig. 1 very well. Removing one S from MoS2 breaks three bonds and leaves two electrons at the vacancy site. These three dangling bonds form three in-gap states that are mainly composed of Mo d orbitals (Fig.2a) . The lowest one is doubly occupied and lies near the valence band maximum (VBM). The other two are unoccupied and positioned about 1 eV below the conduction band minimum (CBM) (Fig.2b) . When hydrogen atom is placed at the center of the vacancy, the hydrogen 1s orbital strongly interacts with the doubly occupied S-vacancy states. This interaction forms a bonding state located about 6 eV below the VBM and an antibonding state positioned about 3 eV above the CBM (Fig.2cdef) . Two of the three electrons (one from hydrogen and two from the occupied in-gap state) fill the bonding state; the third electron, which would occupy the antibonding-state lying high in the conduction bands, is transferred to the lowest unoccupied in-gap states that are also induced by the S-vacancy (Fig.2b) . Clearly seen is that almost all antibonding hydrogen-suface states are positioned well above the Fermi-level (Fig.2f) . The large Δr (3.64 eV) originates from the lowenergy empty in-gap states induced by the S-vacancy. The energy gain from this antibonding electron transfer is thus significant.
Linear dependence of adsorption energy on antibonding electron transfer
Figure 3a summarizes our calculated adsorption energies (ΔEH) for hydrogen adsorption on various MoS2 surfaces and edges, and the corresponding antibonding electron transfer energy Δr obtained from the COHP analysis. Detailed electronic band structures, density of states, and COHP analysis are shown in Supplementary Figures 2-4 . A clear linear relationship is found between ΔEH and Δr. The slope of this linear relationship (solid line) is −1.18, which is close to −1, meaning that ΔEH variation is mostly (but not completely) reflected in the Δ -variation. The larger the Δ -, the smaller the adsorption energy. The linear relationship for H-Mo bindings (cases E-G) and H-S bindings (cases A-D as shown in Fig.3a ) has a slope of -2.24 and -1.12, respectively. It suggests that the bonding and antibonding energy (first two terms in Eq.1) also contribute more to the ΔEH variation in the latter (i.e., the cases of Mo-S bindings). 
Occupancy of bonding-antibonding states
The above implies that considering only the degree of filling of antibonding and bonding states is insufficient for describing the trends of surface adsorption energies 29, 30 . The contributions from those occupied bonding and antibonding states can be estimated from the energy integral of the corresponding COHP up to the Fermi-energy 22 . For H-S bindings, Fig.3c shows that the bonding contributions (yellow bars) are almost constant among all four cases considered. Their antibonding energy contributions (red bars) are fractional (<4%) compared to the bonding-energy contributions. Neither of them alone nor their total (black symbols) can explain the ΔEH variation shown in Fig.3b . For H-Mo bindings, Fig.3c shows that the antibonding contributions (cyan bars) are also fractional, less than 10% of their corresponding bonding contributions (blue bars). Both the bonding and antibonding contributions alone and their total follow the order E<F<G, inconsistent with the ΔEH variation order (E<G<F).
Coordination number of the adsorbate
Particularly worthy of mention here is the role of the coordination number of the adsorbate. (Note it is not the coordination number of the surface atoms bonded to the adsorbate. 7, 19 ) Fig.3c shows the net energy contribution from occupied antibondingbonding states increases with the hydrogen's coordination number. The Fermi-energy and its associated Δr do not necessarily follow this trend (Fig.3a) . For the same coordination number, such net antibonding-bonding energy contribution is almost unaffected by whether the surface atoms bonded by the adsorbate have dangling bonds, whether they reside in different crystal structures, or whether they are located at the surface planes with different crystallographic orientations. However, it does not mean that dangling bonds, surface plane orientations, and crystal structures have no influence on surface binding. In fact, they still affect surface binding through Δr, because they often result in different empty in-gap states or CBM that yield different Δr (Figs. 2-3 and Supplementary Figs.  2-4) . Therefore, the coordination number of the adsorbate is an important factor for controlling the surface bonding strength.
The antibonding-electron transfer model versus the d-band model
Here we compare the antibonding electron transfer picture with the well-known d-band model 10 However, the antibonding electron transfer model is physically different from the d-band model. The former is based on the energy levels of unoccupied anitbonding surfaceadsorbate states, whereas the latter is rationalized from the occupancy of antibonding states. In the former, the Δ -results from the surface states (EX) that actually participate in bonding-antibonding with adsorbate states. In the latter, the ed refers to the center of dstates that not all of them participate in bonding-antibonding with the adsorbate states. In fact, usually only partial d-states (e.g., dxz and dyz) within a certain energy range participate in bonding-antibonding. In addition, Δ -contains the contribution from the interaction between the transition metal s states and the adsorbate states, which is ignored in the d-band model. Therefore, the variation in EX (and also adsorption energy) is expected to manifest itself better in the Δ -variation than that in the ed variation.
The antibonding-electron transfer model is more general than the d-band model. The dband model holds mainly for transition metals or transition metal compounds with the adsorbate directly bonded to the transition metal atom(s). It cannot explain the chemisorption trend revealed here for MoS2 systems, because (i) H does not always bind to the Mo atom(s), and (ii) the occupancy of those antibonding surface-H states is too low to affect the strength of hydrogen binding.
Discussion
The emerging picture of antibonding-electron transfer identifies not only the active sites for HER on MoS2 but also their microscopic origin. Consistent with experiments, we find that edges 3, 25, 32 and S-vacancies 24, 29 in 1H-MoS2 and the basal plane of 1T-MoS2 26,27 are catalytically active, whereas the basal plane of 1H-MoS2 is catalytically inert. The HER at those active sites originates from the emergence of low-energy empty states that lead to larger antibonding electron transfer energy Δr. The occupancy of antibonding states turns out too small to determine the strength of hydrogen binding on MoS2. The clear linear relationship demonstrated between the surface adsorption energy and the Δr indicates that Δr is a good descriptor for trends of surface bonding and reaction activity. This Δr descriptor is well defined and calculable from COHP analysis and DFT. It can capture inhomogeneous local surface structure effects through the antibonding energy center & * (indicative of EX) and the CBM.
The above results provide guidelines on how to optimize the catalytic performance of a given catalyst. Usually, surface catalysis is not optimized, because the surface-adsorbate binding is either too strong or too weak. Here, the results indicate that the binding strength strongly depends on Δr. Experimentally, Δr can be tuned by changing the CBM through strain engineering 29, 33, 34 , defect engineering 4, 5, 35 , nanostructure engineering 5 , substrate engineering 36 , alloying 12 , etc. Specifically, if an adsorbate does not bind or binds too weakly to a surface, one can strengthen the binding by applying stains that lower the CBM, making nanostructures with empty in-gap edge states, or creating acceptor-like defects with empty in-gap states, or using metal substrates with a Fermienergy lower than the CBM of the catalyst. If the surface-adsorbate binding is too strong, it can be weakened by the strains that increase the CBM, or the metal substrates with a Fermi-energy higher than the CBM, etc. Note we presume that the aforementioned methods induce less significant change in & * than that in the CBM for a given type of catalysts, which might often be the case as suggested from Fig.3 . Nevertheless, one can use the approach proposed here to study the effects of strains, defects, and substrates on Δr from first principles, providing guidance on how to apply corresponding experimental methods to improve the catalytic performance of a given catalyst.
The physical picture presented here can also be applied to explore trends of adsorption on chemically different surfaces. The concepts emerging from this picture are not restricted to a specific system. In principle, they are applicable for any semiconductor or metallic surface interacting with any atom or molecule. For perfect crystalline surfaces from same chemical group in the same crystal structure, the chemical trends of adsorption on Δr might be more easily seen since fewer parameters are involved. For example, for transition metal dichalcogenides (MX2) in the 1T or 1H structure, a positive but very scattered linear relationship was found recently between the free energy of hydrogen adsorption (ΔGH) and the CBM 16 . Within the picture presented here, this linearity is expected since a lower CBM often leads to a larger Δr and a smaller ΔGH for a fixed & * .
The scattering feature may be largely attributed to variations of & * . In addition, the CBM of MX2 mostly follows the trend that it increases as X goes from S to Te, or M goes to the right (bottom) in the transition-metal rows (columns) of the periodic 
Methods
All calculations were performed using density functional theory (DFT) and the planewave projector augmented-wave (PAW) method 41, 42 as implemented in the VASP code 43 . The SCAN (strongly constrained and appropriately normed) meta-generalized gradient approximation 44 was used. SCAN predicts geometries and energies of diversely bonded molecules and materials (including covalent, metallic, ionic, hydrogen, and van der Waals (vdW) bonds) with remarkable accuracy 45, 46 . It also captures the intermediaterange vdW interaction about right, which is missing in PBE-GGA and in most hybrid GGAs. (The intermediate range is roughly the distance between nearest-neighbor atoms at equilibrium.) For example, SCAN provides a significant improvement over PBE-GGA in computing the absolute and relative stability of main group compounds, approaching the chemical accuracy of 0.04 eV/atom in formation enthalpy and providing reliable structure selection as an indicator of accurate relative stability. 46 For layered materials (including MoS2 considered here), the SCAN with a long range vdW correction 47 yields excellent interlayer binding energies and spacings, as wells as intralayer lattice constants.
A kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV and 500 eV was used for the plane-wave expansion, respectively, for MoS2 systems and metal systems (Ni, Cu, and Ag). All atoms were fully relaxed until their atomic forces were less than 0.02 eVÅ −1 . The electronic calculations for the system with hydrogen adsorption were carried out using spin-polarized approaches. The dipole correction 48 was applied in order to remove the artificial dipole interaction caused by using the slab supercell method for surface calculations. During structural relaxations, a k-point mesh of 2×2×1 and 6×6×1 was used, respectively, for MoS2 systems and metal systems.
The hydrogen adsorption energy on various MoS2 surfaces, edges, and S-vacancy defects ( Fig.3a 8 are the DFT total energy of the fully relaxed MoS2 supercell structure with and without H adsorption, respectively. 4 8 is the DFT total energy of hydrogen molecule. The supercell models for the basal planes of MoS2 in both 1T and 1H phases contain 16 Mo atoms and 32 S atoms. The hydrogen adsorption at the edge site was modeled in a supercell containing 30 Mo atoms and 60 atoms. For face-centered cubic metals (Ni, Cu, and Ag), a four-atomic-layer (111) slab structure was constructed with 16 metal atoms in each layer (See Supplementary Fig.5a ). The H was adsorbed on the three-fold hollow site of metal surfaces. In all supercells, a 15 Å vacuum space was inserted in the c-direction to create surfaces for studying adsorption properties. The detailed information of these DFT-relaxed structures is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Data 1.
The chemical bonding was investigated using the COHP analysis as projected from DFT plan-wave basis sets 21, 22 . The COHP is a partitioning of the band-structure energy 
